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Chord diagrams and notes for the guitar piece "Rain Fancy" by Julie Goldberg. The piece is scored for a guitar quartet or an orchestra with guitar parts.

Sections A, B, and C are shown with tablature and notation. Each section has a distinct rhythm and melodic line, demonstrating the complexity of the piece. The use of dynamic markings (mf, p) and articulation techniques (golpe) add to the expressive nature of the composition.

The piece is scored for four guitars, with each section showcasing different techniques and dynamics. The use of the guitar's range and the variety of strumming and picking patterns create a rich and diverse sound.

The cover page includes the title "Rain Fancy," the subtitle "Guitar Quartet or Guitar Orchestra," the name "Julie Goldberg," and the year "2020." The page also features a graphic representation of the music notation, which is essential for musicians to understand the performance.

The tablature provides a clear visual guide for each section, making it easier for players to follow the music and execute the piece accurately. The graphical representation of the music notation complements the tablature, offering a different perspective on the composition.
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[Music notation with tablature and fretboard diagrams for each measure.]

Strum all open strings